
Description Giant, commercial grade play station for water use.  
Specifications 25.5’L x 12’W x 16’H

Summit™ Express

Combines 3 distinct play areas to provide unlimited entertainment. 
Features climbing, sliding, bouncing and monkey bar activities. If you’re 
a kid there is simply nothing cooler on the water than the giant Summit 
play station. Towering above the water, this sixteen foot tall mountain 
appears insurmountable. Convenient climbing wall incorporates resting 
steps, however, so even the younger ones can make it to the top. Once 
there, survey the view (briefly) then take the plunge! Those who have 
bagged the summit may want to rest in the cave. Don’t rest long though, 
because the springy floor is great for bouncing and there are overhead 
handholds for even more ‘monkey business’. 

Summit™ Express Technical Features
Duratextm

Commercial grade fabric reinforced PVC material.
Ideally suited for watersports, Duratex™ material is the finest, commercial grade fabric reinforced PVC available. 
Each Aquaglide Platinum item uses Duratex™ material for maximum strength and durability. The Summit™ 
incorporates 1000d fabric fused with layers of 28 oz PVC.

UV Blocktm   Materials specially treated for high resistance to the sun’s damaging rays.
Each Aquaglide Platinum item is treated with UV Blocktm, the highest grade 3-year UV coating available. While we 
recommend periodic maintenance with additional UV coatings, there is no substitute for having UV Blocktm 

incorporated into the material right from the start.  UV Blocktm, for years of trouble-free use.

Interloctm

Heavy duty stainless fittings and convenient Interloc straps for modular use.
Aquaglide Platinum items connect to one another using the Interloctm system. Soft webbing offers some flexibility, 
while remaining tough enough for years of service. Only Interloctm blends the convenience of a cinch with the 
security of a locking connection. 

HD Griptm

Incorporates heavy duty molded handles for convenient boarding and/or transport.
Heavy Duty molded handles allow for convenient boarding and/ or transport. The Summit™ includes 2 molded 
boarding handles.

HA Weldtm

Hot air-welded seams for high quality and outstanding durability.
‘HA’ or Hot Air Welding is the process used to fuse Duratex™ material seams for years of trouble-free use. 
HA welding produces clean, strong seams with no unsightly glue marks or splits.
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3 Year
Limited Warranty against any and all manufacturing defects.
Each Aquaglide Platinum tm item offers a warranty covering any and all manufacturing defects for an extended 
period of time.  The Summit™ includes a 3 year warranty for recreational use, a 1 year warranty for commercial use.



UP Griptm 
Incorporates convenient climbing handles.
Convenient climbing handles allow for boarding and/or climbing while staying out of the way for other activities. 
The Summit™ includes plenty of climbing handles for easy access.

Climb
Incorporates a climbing feature.
Build eye-hand coordination, and appreciate a true sense of accomplishment from climbing this giant Summit™.

Slide
Incorporates a sliding feature.
Capture the essence of the aquapark experience! Nothing is more fun than whooshing into the water on a 
Summit™ slide. Truly an adrenaline rush, no matter what your age.

Monkey
Incorporates a monkey-bar style feature.
Capture your own personal ‘wild thing’ and add excitement with this incorporated Monkey Bar climbing feature 
located inside the Summit™ cave.
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Bounce
Incorporates a bouncing feature.
Regardless of your age, few things capture childlike enthusiasm better than bouncing with wild abandon. Bounce 
for all you’re worth inside the Summit™ cave.

Summit™ Express Functional Features

Summit™ Express (continued)


